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A. Introduction 

Here is the dilemma many leaders face: perpetual tiredness and exhaustion. Hurried and often under 

informed decisions. The tyranny of the urgent. Major personnel issues and legal challenges. Frayed 

marriages and inattention to families. Should I go on? No one wants to lead like that yet the way out is 

not always clear.  

One of the most difficult tasks of leadership is our need to fully understand the challenges and 

opportunities we face as leaders and then to carefully respond in the right ways. During my 35 years 

serving as a president/CEO of three wonderful organizations, and now, chairing the Board of Christianity 

Today, my hope, not always attained, is to be identified with the best practice standard referenced in 

the Bible of the leaders of Issachar (I Chronicles 12.32 CEV) about whom it was said: “(T)hose leaders 

knew the right time to do what needed to be done.” Doing the right thing, at the right time – usually not 

an easy assignment.    

During one of our trips to Capetown, South Africa, my wife Marylou and I were visiting one of the local 

Townships learning how ministry was being carried out. One of the speakers said something like this: 



“We try to symbolically give the people we serve new hats and new glasses. We want them to begin to 

think differently about the situations in which they find themselves; we want them to embrace new 

ways of seeing their situation.” We proceeded to drive through neighborhoods, now boasting brightly 

painted colorful houses with distinctly decorated front doors and windows. These houses stood in stark 

contrast to other parts of the neighborhood showing peeling and drab paint, looking neglected and 

uninhabited. Their statement of new hats and glasses was quite remarkable. But how are we to do that? 

As leaders, we need to think carefully about our challenges and opportunities with the proper 

perspective, often with new hats, new glasses. Indeed, doing so may be one of the keys to getting 

leadership right. I believe that embracing and engaging the soft skill of sacred space is one of the ways 

that enables us to do that.     

I want us as leaders to focus together on our need to protect and engage sacred space. I want to address 

this is several ways. First, what do I mean by sacred space? Second, why do I believe sacred space 

essential for leadership and what are its benefits? Third, how do we make sacred space a reality in our 

lives? In other words, how can we practice sacred space? 

B. What is sacred space and what is it not? 

Let me begin by what I don’t mean by sacred space. There is a sense in which “every second, every 

minute, every hour of every day,” to borrow the words of singer Collin Raye, is sacred to the Father, and 

I would fully agree. There are numerous scriptures in both the Old and New Testaments that promise 

God’s ever abiding presence in our lives. The 139th Psalm is but one example: “Where could I go to 

escape from your Spirit or from your sight?” (139.7 CEV) In the verses that follow, the very complete 

answer is: “nowhere.” And the Gospels record this kind of emphases of Jesus: “I will be with you always, 

even until the end of the world.”  



Because of our Lord’s promise of his presence, we live in a type of sacred space moment, always. I think 

this reality is part of the idea Jesus may have had in mind when He taught His disciples to pray: “Your 

Kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.” (Matthew 6.10). In other words, He wants 

us to live our lives “every second, every minute of every day” in such a way that His Kingdom and His 

teachings will always be consistently evident and present in the way we live.  I believe that when we are 

walking in fellowship with the Father, we are in his sacred space. Sadly, as important as it is to live this 

way, that’s not always the way I live. Also, for purposes of this discussion, this is not what I mean by 

sacred space.  

So what is my experience? I often live my life under the pressure of the moment and the tyranny of the 

urgent, somewhere between endless organizational whitewater, struggling beneath a usually highly 

tactical and relentless organizational agenda.  That pervasive agenda is 24/7, usually disruptive, and 

always seeks to create the perception that what is most urgent is the most important. This is often how I 

have lived my leadership life and how I began to understand the necessity of sacred space.  

I learned over time that I needed to intentionally interrupt my normal ways of operating, to re-focus, to 

recalibrate, to self-correct, in order to focus better on a different agenda, a higher agenda, and a more 

focused agenda. Sometimes those interruptions arrived unannounced and unplanned. Experiences like 

an unexpected cancer diagnoses or other life altering experiences have ways of getting our attention 

like nothing else. Remember new hats, new glasses and learning new ways of thinking and seeing?  

When I stop and re-focus with intention and expectancy, I position myself to understand better the 

Father’s heart, and his agenda for me and for the place where I serve. When I take time to stop and re-

focus, then I can do a better job of absorbing chaos, giving back calm, and providing hope in the middle 

of seemingly non-stop demands for my attention. When I stop and seek sacred space, I am better able 

to release the burdens I sometimes want to hang unto myself, because I can share these loads with the 



Lord who all along has been wanting me to be teamed or yoked together with him. Again, I believe that 

embracing the experience of sacred space helps this to happen. . 

Here’s what I mean by sacred space: sacred space is a place or experience when and where we are able 

to recognize more fully the extraordinary presence of God in our midst. (REPEAT) I believe sacred 

space is a place or experience marked in three ways: 1) it is usually intentional, and coupled with 

expectation and anticipation; I seek God’s presence and expect it; 2) Healthy boundaries of various kinds 

are in place, whether set by me, determined through circumstances such as illness, or from 

organizational crises; and 3) I experience the living God through practices such as meditation, prayer, 

stillness, and God’s word. In sum, sacred space is a situation where I know without a doubt that I have 

experienced the presence of God. And for me, that has usually resulted in confirmation of a decision, or 

some kind of change, personally, and often, organizationally.  

That was the experience of Moses and the burning bush, of Jacob wrestling with God, of Gideon being 

prepared for a new leadership assignment, of the three young people being tested in the fiery furnace, 

of Esther being asked to risk her life for her people, of Ruth wrestling with going home or staying with 

her mother-in-law, of Jesus agonizing in prayer with the Father on the mount. 

More so than anyone else, Jesus is our example of practicing sacred space. If there was anyone who 

perpetually and unceasingly lived his live continually in union with and in the presence of the Father, it 

was him. Yet that was not enough. Nor was his regular practice of the Sabbath. He periodically took time 

to stop, to get away, to go to a quiet place, to rest awhile, and to be alone by himself with his Father. He 

often did so in a remote place.  As a result, the Gospels present Jesus as the unhurried focused shepherd 

servant leader who was not only always on mission but also as someone who seemed to have the 

uncanny ability to pace himself, someone never in a hurry to get to the next important place or to meet 



the next important person. Often, this description of Jesus does not mark my life. Sadly, sometimes I’m 

often just as haggard, just as run down, as my non-faith professing leader colleagues. 

C. The Importance of Sacred Space  

There are multiple reasons why I believe the practice of sacred space is necessary and important for 

effective leadership. Let me share several.  

First, the practice of sacred space enhances our ability to achieve appropriate leadership balance that I 

likely won’t experience without it. These times present some of the most demanding leadership 

challenges I have witnessed. Stopping, being alone, and celebrating silence and solitude in my life is one 

way I seek balance. I also need time to think deeply and to ponder carefully the issues I face. The 

practice of the soft skill of sacred space provides these opportunities – aloneness, silence, solitude, also 

the opportunity to engage in deep thinking.  

 In a recent post (March 8, 2019), Jim Denison quoted Luke Ditewig on this point: 

“I’ve come to see that silence offers the soul what punctuation offers language: a way to stop, 

demarcate, and define coherent thoughts. Learning how to listen in silence has helped me to punctuate 

my life, so that I can stand back and make meaning of so much action, input, and emotion.” 

So often our leadership is seen as one, long, run-on sentence, without any punctuation, no pauses. As 

leaders, we seldom take the opportunity to reflect on what we’re doing, or why. As a result, we struggle 

to make meaning of our leadership and miss understanding the hardship our poor leadership often 

creates for those we lead. Importantly, and sometimes even worse, we fail to understand God’s desire 

for us in the middle of it all. Stopping, reflecting, engaging silence, in the midst of deep thinking, helps 

provide a way forward. Katelyn Beaty, writing in CT (March 8, 2019) stated the point this way: 

“…(P)ersonal excellence is humanly impossible without rhythms of rest….!” I would expand her point; 



personal and/or organizational leadership excellence over time will not happen in the absence of sacred 

space. 

Richard Foster, in Celebration of Discipline, and especially, the chapter, “The Discipline of Solitude,” 

makes clear the relationship between our need to experience silence and solitude, on the one hand, and 

our ability to lead and serve effectively the people within the communities we serve, on the other hand. 

Interestingly, he links the two:  

“(W)e must seek out the recreating stillness of solitude if we want to be with others meaningfully. We 

must seek the fellowship and accountability of others if we want to be alone safely. We must cultivate 

both if we are to live in obedience.” (p.85) 

Second, the practice of sacred space enables a clearer leadership perspective. Sacred space provides a 

perspective that allows me to go beyond my role, my hurts, my limitations in a given situation and move 

instead in the direction, perhaps Job-like, of understanding better, how our Lord might view what I’m 

struggling with. Sacred space allows me to focus more on what questions – what can I learn in this 

situation—rather than only on why questions – why is this happening to me? It also gives me an eternal 

perspective, not just a temporal one. Paul noted the difference this made in his own life: (2 Cor 4.7b-9): 

“The real power comes from God and not from us. We often suffer but we are never crushed. Even 

when we don’t know what to do, we never give up. In times of trouble, God is with us, and when we are 

knocked down, we get up again.” Again, Paul’s words represent a fresh perspective, a perspective shift. 

Paul’s description of suffering and getting knocked down is often the leader’s reality. But to suffer and 

not get crushed? To get knocked down and then get back up? I remember standing in front of a less 

than friendly crowd announcing the closure of a beloved campus. There were not a lot of expressions of 

“God bless you” in that moment. I have experienced other times in my leadership when I often wanted 

to quit, just resign; of getting knocked down, and wanting to stay down; to just stop and go do 



something else. (ABS example) But Paul’s key here was that saw his difficult moments with a different 

perspective, an eternal perspective. He understood “an eternal glory that will make our troubles seem 

like nothing. Things that are seen don’t last forever, but things that are not seen are eternal. That’s why 

we keep our minds on things that cannot be seen.” (2 Cor. 4.17b, 18.) Again, perhaps nothing has 

changed, but we now see everything differently.     

In the Garden of Gethsemane, in one of his definitive sacred space moments, our Lord agonized in 

prayer with his Father: “If there be any other way, take this cup from me. Yet not my will but yours be 

done.” Internalizing this perspective allows us to seek to understand the activity of God in what we are 

going through, and to see our circumstances as our Father sees them rather than as we might initially 

see them.  

Can you see how this kind of perspective helps redefine, if not reset the leadership agenda?   Again, 

Foster says it this way: “Now, that I am alone with Jesus, I can recover, repair, and regroup.” Whenever I 

have engaged in the practice of sacred space, I have always come away with a better understanding of 

who God is and how he wants to be active in my life where I serve.  I understand better that the 

challenges I face are not mine alone to handle; they are also his. He has entrusted the leadership 

position to me not because I can handle it depending only on my own good judgment. No, I better 

understand that he has entrusted me to steward the leadership position given with the idea that I will 

lead and serve fully depending on his guidance and direction. 

With this sacred space perspective, I usually am better able to understand my work challenges. I am also 

able to think more clearly about what concerns me and to see those concerns differently, with new 

perspectives. In the quiet and the stillness of sacred space, I often am given the gift of being able to 

think more deeply. One of the complaints I often hear in talking with my leadership colleagues is they 



simply don’t have enough time to think deeply about issues. The provision of sacred space allows more 

deep thinking time as well.  

Third, the practice of sacred space is a leadership practice that was consistently modeled by the Lord 

Jesus. If the Lord Jesus, who was in constant communication with the Father, saw it as a need and 

modeled his life around its practice, how much more must we reflect this? He often challenged his 

followers to “go to a quiet place, and rest awhile.” (Matt 6.31) And “(H)e left in a boat to a remote place 

to be alone.” (Matt 14.13a) He often did this. The Gospels tell us that two of the defining moments of his 

life were first, when he was lead into the desert by the Holy Spirt, physically alone, to be tempted and 

second, right before his trial and crucifixion, where he agonized in prayer with his father. In doing so, 

Jesus was reflecting in his life the exhortation from the Psalms to “be still, and know that I am God.”  

Make no mistake, there already have been and/or there will be times when in your leadership when you 

will struggle with extremely difficult, frustratingly complex and confounding issues. Even temptations. I 

think our best chance of making sense of them will be when we decide to engage in sacred space, so 

that you can hear, as Elijah did, that still small voice of the Lord saying, “Here’s the way, walk here.” 

Example. Newberg, OR 

D. How Do We Make Sacred Space A Reality In Our Lives? 

How do we move from Intention to Action in this area of implementing sacred space into our 

leadership?  My wife Marylou has a 105 Year Uncle. Asked about keys to his longevity he surprised us 

with a different Q: So why bother? So what do you want when it comes to embracing sacred space? 

Why bother?   

I want to suggest three different approaches about how we can pursue and embrace sacred space in our 

lives. Then I want to give you several examples for each approach.   



First, I want to encourage you to embrace shorter Sacred Space opportunities, what Foster calls the 

“Little Solitudes. Examples: 

1) Maybe one day a week, come to the office a little later; maybe on another day, leave 

the office earlier.  

If you normally leave the office at 5.30 pm, leave instead at 4.30 pm, using the time saved to 

experience solitude, prayer, and think time. I know one very effective college president who 

usually doesn’t start his day until 10 am, using the early morning hours almost every day to 

think, pray, and write; 

2) Take advantage of commute time, whether in a car or airplane. When I lived in Oregon, 

one year I commuted to the U of Oregon, two hours each way. What I had initially 

learned to dread soon became something I looked forward to. It became sacred space, 

alternating between worship music and silence. Air travel, especially long distance air 

travel, provides wonderful sacred space time. 

3) Make better use of Fitness Renewal time. I have one friend who is a runner. He uses this 

time to think, pray, and to memorize scripture. We usually miss nothing if we tune out 

the “news shows” or the latest sports talk show. I know, now I’m getting personal. 

4) Create more space between scheduled appointments. Many leaders have uninterrupted 

schedules that are filled solidly with appointments, allowing no space between them. 

Shorten those appointments by 10-15 minutes. It is the rare hour long meeting that 

couldn’t be condensed into one of 45-50 minutes. You’ll end up with time to punctuate 

your time, in addition to your sentences. Again, embrace shorter sacred space 

opportunities. 



Second, I want to encourage the pursuit of more Structured Times that enhance the provision for Sacred 

Space opportunities. Examples. 

1). Every quarter, block out a period of time, maybe an afternoon, a whole day, maybe longer, 

to engage in a sacred space experience. Your focus might include, for example, a review of your 

life and life goals, and/or to fast and pray over a particular pressing issue, and/or to meditate 

and commune with the Lord, and/or just to be silent. Give examples at HU (Track program); GFU 

(grad school options). 

I must confess that I find it very difficult to just be silent. I can often find the quiet place, but as Anne 

Morrow Lindberg (Gift of the Sea) suggests, I still have to find ways to quiet the soul. As Henri Nouwen 

notes, stopping and being silent forces us into a painful self-confrontation, and I often don’t like what I 

see. How about you? But we should not assume that just because it’s difficult does not mean it’s 

impossible. Again, this is a discipline that requires practice. 

2) Be intentional about locating a suitable retreat center you might use. Our Catholic friends 

usually have very hospitable places that are quite suitable for these times of reflection. Or, 

consider using a space at a different church facility than the one you normally attend. 

Sometimes public libraries provide quiet spaces. Maybe even create a special place in your 

own home? Regent/Vancouver example. 

3). If you are an Executive Director or President, ask your board to consider providing you 

with non-vacation time away from the workplace for sacred space opportunities.  

Oftentimes, as was my situation, you’ll need to make the case for this as boards don’t intuitively think 

this way. I was fortunate to work at institutions that had boards who saw the value to the institution in 

providing me opportunities for reflective leadership. (Note: reflective leadership is just as important as 

active leadership!) At Taylor University, for example, the Board provided me multiple weeks for this 



purpose which I could structure in ways that fit the rhythm of the organizational calendar.  I in turn also 

provided these kinds of opportunities for my direct reports.    

Third, I want to encourage you, perhaps during a sacred space experience, to re-think your work 

experience and context.   

I have had the opportunity over the years of working with literally 100’s of CEO’s from around the world 

and in almost 100 countries – many over-worked, mostly exhausted, overly busy, sometimes operating 

near the edge of leadership futility and with marriages on the edge of brokenness. All committed 

believers. What needs to change here? Leaders need to wrestle to the ground this question: In my work, 

am I only focused on completing the tasks that the Lord has called me to do or am I also focused on 

pursuing everything that I’d like to see completed? REPEAT Let me explain the difference and how I 

learned it. 

John 17.4 Read. Give example of Lausanne.  

One of the reasons Jesus could be “the unhurried focused shepherd servant leader is because he knew 

what his Father had called him to do. As a result, he was always on mission. He always seemed to have 

the uncanny ability to pace himself, someone never in a hurry to get to the next important place of 

ministry need.” His task was not to heal everyone in his part of the world who needed healing or to 

provide food to everyone who was hungry or to respond to every injustice. In other words he did not 

focus on completing everything that might have needed doing; rather he focused only on what the 

Father had given him to do.  

Paul on the one hand noted that daily he carried the burdens of the churches, but yet he challenged his 

readers to be anxious about nothing. How could he say that? Because he focused on carrying the right 

kinds of burdens. As a result, he was able to say that he had finished the race he had been called to run. 

This in essence is what Moses’ father-in-law was teaching Moses (Ex.18.13-24): You are carrying burdens 



you ought not to be carrying. Share the load. Let others help you. (Example: Struggling with “not being 

worthy.”  

Fourth, I want to encourage you to look at the Biblical model of the Sabbath as a God designed way to 

spare us from the oppressiveness of our often self-inflicted 24/7 not-stop workism.  

The concept of the Sabbath, which our Lord also honored, provides its own version of sacred space for 

the nation of Israel, and perhaps for us as well? 

There are at least three components of the concept of the Sabbath, including its healthy boundaries, 

which are relevant for this discussion about sacred space: 

1. There was the boundary of cessation of work; no 24/7 non-stop work, including for animals; 

2. There was the boundary of relocation for worship in community; (no stay at home TV 

church) 

3. There was worship, in community, where the focus was on the Lord God. That got people’s 

minds off of their own agenda and instead, on the only source of their deliverance, and 

relief. 

One of the ways we can better prepare for sacred space experiences is to put into practice these kinds 

of Sabbath principles.  NOTE: If time, review 5 ways to engage and embrace sacred space. 

Conclusion 

I have talked about the life of Jesus Christ and how he reflected the practice of sacred space in his life. 

There are also multiple other examples in the scriptures that practiced sacred space, including Abraham, 

Jacob, Esther, Mary, the mother of our Lord, Elijah, and many others. One that I haven’t mentioned is 

Paul the Apostle.  



My hunch is that his frequent forays into and out of prison and his extensive travel by ship provided 

time for him to embrace the practice of sacred space coupled with deep thinking. His prison epistles, 

and perhaps other writings, came from these kinds of experiences. It’s why he could say in 2 Timothy 

4.7:  

“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, and I have remained faithful.”  

It’s why Joseph could say in Genesis 50.20: 

“You intended to harm me, but God intended it all for good.” 

Perhaps, just perhaps it was the reason the chronicler could say of the leaders of Issachar: 

“(T)hese leaders knew the right time to do what needed to be done.” 

 And I believe it was one of the reasons Jesus could say in John 17.4: 

“I brought glory to you here on earth by completing the work you gave me to do.”  

Sacred space. I believe leaders need to make the provision of sacred space a priority. Will you?  


